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Privacy360 High Level Flow

A) Build your Data Inventory

1. Setting Up Business Units
System Administrators should create business units so CENTRL users can properly associate processing
activities and key contacts with their respective business unit. System Administrators can manage
Business Units to represent their organizational divisions, associated users, and points of contact.
To learn more about managing business units, click on the links below:
●
●

Creating and Managing a Business Unit
Editing Business Unit Details
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2. Creating and Managing Processing Activities
Creating Processing Activities
To create a Processing Activity, follow the steps below:

●
●
●

Navigate to the Processing Activities tab in the Data Inventory module.
Click on the Processing Activities tab.
Click on the Add Processing Activity button to add a new processing activity.

●

Fill in all the required fields (marked as ‘*’) on the New Processing Activity modal and click on the
Save button.
A success message will appear at the bottom of the screen and the processing activity will be added
as a new row in the Processing Activities screen.

●

4

Managing Processing Activities
You can edit your processing activity and information about the associated Data Subjects, and the Data
Categories associated with each Data Subject. To learn more about managing processing activities, click
on the link : Adding and Editing a Processing Activity

3. Populating a Processing Activity
Adding and Managing Data Subjects
CENTRL's Data Inventory module allows you to create a Data Inventory of Consumers associated with
each Processing Activity. A consumer (also known as a Data Subject) is any person whose personal data
is being collected, held or processed. Follow the steps below to add Consumers to your Processing
Activity.

●
●

●

Navigate to the Processing Activities view from the Data Inventory module and click on the
appropriate Processing Activity.
Click on the Add Data Subject button as shown above.

Click on the Add button to create a new data subject. To learn more about managing data subjects,
click here
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Adding and Managing Data Elements
Data Elements track the specific information collected and processed under this activity. When users
add data elements and their associated system, they become available in our data library to quickly add
to other activities. This segment allows us to create data elements and select/ create new attributes
associated with that data element. Follow the steps below to manage data elements
Note: To add data elements, you must first add a single consumer.

●
●

●

Navigate to the Processing Activity screen from the Data Inventory module and click on the name of
the Processing Activity of your choosing.
Click on Systems screen and click on the Data Elements tab. Click on the Add Data Element button.

Click on the Add button to proceed.

To learn more about managing your data elements, click here: Managing your Data Elements
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Viewing Storage Systems
Once you add data elements, you can see the associated storage system and system owner under this
view. Customers with our DSRM module can lookup systems to easily assign tasks to fetch, restrict or
delete information.

To learn about creating new systems and managing them, click here

Adding a Joint Controller
This GDPR-only feature allows controllers and processors to track other organizations overseeing this
processing activity. When acting as a controller, the tab becomes the Joint Controller tab.

● Click on the Add Joint Controller button to add new joint controllers to the processing activity.
To learn more about adding and managing joint controllers, click here: Adding and Editing a Joint
Controller

Adding and Managing Sources
Adding sources allow users to track where the data originated from, when not provided by the data
subject or controller. Common sources include business partners, data brokers, and public records.
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●
●

Click on the Add Source button to get started.
Enter all the details pertaining to the Source and click on the Add button to proceed.

To learn more about managing your sources, click here: Adding and Editing Sources

Adding and Managing Recipients
Recipients include any entity receiving data as part of this processing activity, internal or external.
Customers with our DSRM module can leverage the recipient contact to notify recipients of deletion
requests. Follow the steps below to add a recipient

●
●

Navigate to ate to the Details page from the Data Inventory module and click on the Recipients tab.
Click on the Add Recipient button dropdown and select from the System or Organization option.
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●

Within the Add Recipient System modal, enter all the details as per your requirement and click on
the Add button. A success message will appear at the bottom of the screen and the Recipient will be
created within the Recipients screen.

To learn more about managing recipients, click here: Adding and Editing a Recipient

Publishing a Survey from Overview Screen

Data Inventory Requests allow you to collect information about a processing activity from the
appropriate business unit member. A Data Processing Officer (DPO) can send Data Inventory Requests to
each business unit contact associated with the processing activity. When the answers from the business
unit contact’s are submitted back, the DPO can easily populate the data inventory based on the answers
provided. Follow the steps below to publish a Data Inventory Request.
●

Select a processing activity from the list by clicking on it.
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●

Within the Details page and the Overview tab and further click on the Send Survey button as shown
below.

●

Search and select a questionnaire. (Note: You can pick any questionnaire that is either Approved or
has been Published in the past)
● Select or add a new internal business unit contact you want to send the survey to. Click on
the Next button to proceed. (Note: If the processing activity already has a contact assigned to it,
that contact will be pre-selected)
● Confirm the request details and then click on the Publish button to send your request.
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4. Setting Up Systems

The Systems section lets users create new systems and customize existing ones. Also, you can use this
section to bulk manage data elements associated with each system.

Adding and Editing Systems
To add a new system, please follow the steps below:

●
●

Navigate to the Systems s creen within the D
 ata Inventory module.
Click on the Systems tab.
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●

To add a new system, click on the Add System button. To manage a System, click on the three dots
and select Edit or Delete.

Bulk Importing Systems

The Bulk Import feature allows you to easily import your existing systems or add new systems to your
data inventory using a CENTRL- approved excel file. Using our CENTRL- approved excel template, you can
upload information about the System and its type, location, processing activities, the associated data
subjects, data element and other details associated with the System. To learn more, click on this link:
Bulk Importing Systems

5. Creating and Publishing a Data Inventory Survey
Data Inventory Surveys allow you to collect information about a processing activity from the appropriate
business unit member. A Data Processing Officer (DPO) can create and send a Data Inventory Survey to
each business unit contact associated with the processing activity. When the answers from the business
unit contact are submitted back, the DPO can easily populate the data inventory based on the answers
provided. Note: We currently support Processing Activity, System, and Partner survey questionnaires.

●

Click on the Create New drop-down button and select from the Processing activity , System, or
Partner questionnaire.

To learn more about creating a data inventory survey, click here: Creating a Data Inventory Survey
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Additional Links:
●
●
●
●

Editing a Data Inventory Survey
Publishing a Data Inventory Survey
Publishing Data Inventory Request to Multiple Recipients
Publishing a Data Inventory Survey from the Overview Screen

6. Responding to A Data Inventory Survey
Business unit contacts can add answers and submit back the received Data Inventory Surveys to the
Data Processing Officer (DPO) for review. When the answers from the business unit contact are
submitted back, the DPO can easily populate the data inventory based on the answers provided.
Please click here to see how business unit contacts can add answers and submit back the received Data
Inventory surveys to the Data Processing Officer (DPO) for review.

Adding Answers to Survey
CENTRL's system supports multiple answer types including Open Answer, Yes/No, Multiple Choice,
Documents, Tables, and Others. In order to answer the question, you can select or type in the
appropriate response. To move on to the next question, you can scroll down. To move to the next
section, click on the Next Section button.
Note: All answers are saved automatically.

●

Click on the checkbox to select your answer.
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●

For the "Open Answer" type, enter your answer and click on the checkmark to save your response.

Modifying a Pre-populated Answer
Questions that have been pre-populated, can be modified in answering before submission. If the
responder makes a change, he or she can always revert back to the original pre-populated value. To
learn more about this feature, click here: Modifying a Pre-populated Answer for a Survey

Reviewing Survey

The Review functionality allows responders to review a scrollable summary of all their responses at any
time, or before submitting their completed survey back to the data processing officer (DPO)

1. Click on the Review button as shown above.
Alternatively, you can also click on the Review button on the upper right of the active survey.
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2. Here, you can review your answers. Click on the Pencil icon to edit any response if required.
Note: Click on the Close Review button to return to the Answering screen.
Submitting Answers
The last step in the Answering process is to submit answers back to your Data Processing Officer. (DPO)
Note: If you were assigned a set of questions for answering, please click here to learn how to submit
your answers back to the Assignor.

1. When you are done answering all the questions, click on the Submit button at the bottom of the
screen as shown above.
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2. Here you can enter an optional message for your DPO and click on the Submit All to Partner button to
proceed.

7. Evaluating Responses for your Data Inventory Survey
Evaluate Survey Responses

Once the business unit contact has completed the Data Inventory Request and submitted it back, the
Data Processing Officer (DPO) will want to review the answers and map them back to the Processing
Activity. Follow the steps below to evaluate a Data Inventory Survey

● Navigate to the Active Surveys screen of the Surveys tab within the Data Inventory module.
● Click on the appropriate survey under the Name column.
●

As you open up sections, you can scroll through individual questions to add scores/grades as part of
the evaluation process.
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●

Here you can view the answers submitted by your partner and add the appropriate evaluation
grades. Within the Answer Grade field, select an Evaluation Grade based on your partner's answer.

Alternatively, users can add scores to surveys with the Max Score methodology

●

Click on the question to be evaluated and click on the Score box as shown above for the received
answer. Note: The Answer score should be less than or equal to the Of Score mentioned outside the
box. For example, the answer score has to be 1 of 1 or 0 of 1. It cannot be 2 of 1.

Importing Answers

The Data Inventory module allows users to import responses to attributes, providing more efficiency in
harvesting responses. Using this feature, users will have the ability to see what surveys (system or
process) have been imported to the data inventory. The Import Answers functionality can be found in
the Surveys under Active Surveys when the Survey is in Review status.
Note: This is an optional step.
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●
●
●

Navigate to Active Surveys and click on any Survey, as shown above.
Once ready, click on the Import Answers button to proceed.
The associated Processing Activity will be populated with the responses provided in the Data
Inventory Survey.

To learn more about this feature, click on the following link: Importing Answers during a Survey

Compare Answers
At the time of Evaluation, when the Survey Owner receives the answers from their answering Partner
(Business Unit Contacts), they have the option to identify and view answers that have been changed
using Quick filters. They also have the option to see a Detailed View to compare an answer that has
changed against its previous value. Note: This feature is only available to Survey Owners and
Questionnaire Admins.
Please note that this feature is only available to users in the scenarios mentioned below:
1. When users pre-populate a survey with answers provided in the previous surveys
2. When users pre-populate a survey with mapped attribute values if any.
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●

Click on the Compare Answers link as shown above.

●

Here, you will view a side-by-side view to compare the current answer with the previous value. It
will also show if any comment has been added which was not added in the previous answer as
shown above.
Note: Any change will be highlighted for open answer type questions and comments.
To close the Compare Answers screen, click on the Cross icon on the top right.

●
●

Closing a Survey

The final step in the Evaluation process is to Close a Survey and update the Risk associated with the
Business Unit and the associated Product(s). Only the Survey Owners and the Questionnaire Admins can
close a survey.
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●
●
●
●

Click on the Close Survey button to finalize the evaluation process.
Within the modal, you can view the Calculated Score along with the qualitative grade/ score.
You also have the option to update the Risk level for the processing activity you are evaluating.
Once done, click on the Complete button as shown below.

B) Manage Data Subject Requests
20

1. High Level Overview

2. Creating Rights Requests
Creating Manually

Using CENTRL's platform, Privacy360 users can directly add new requests by selecting the Add
Request button on the request backlog. Here users can enter details and directly assign ownership. This
process skips email verification. Users should leverage this workflow to add requests received outside of
the web form including support cases, calls, and emails.
Follow the steps below to create the rights request manually:

●

Navigate to the Data Subject Requests screen from the DSRM module and click on the Add
Request button as shown below.
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●
●

Within the Add New Request modal, enter the request details, and the mandatory fields along with
any additional information to send to the recipient and click on the Submit button.
A success message will appear at the bottom of the screen and a new row will be added within
the Data Subject Requests screen.

2.2 Creating a Rights Request using Web Form
Privacy360 lets individuals submit rights requests through a customizable web form or directly from the
request backlog. Direct creation lets our customers track and manage rights requests received through
other channels like email or phone.
To learn how to create a request web form, please click here.
Additional Links:
●
●
●

Creating a Rights Request Manually for Authorized Agents
Creating a Rights Request using Web Form for Authorized Agents
Deleting a Data Subject Request
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2.3 Creating a Rights Request using the Webform Editor
The CENTRL Webform Editor gives users the tools to create DSRM webforms and flexibility to tailored
each Webform to your specific business needs. When published, CENTRL will generate a unique link to
the webform so you can review the end result internally and make revisions before sharing with data
subjects.
Note: This feature is not available by default. Please contact our CENTRL Support team to enable this
feature for your organization. For more information, please click here

2.4 Managing Active Requests
CENTRL's Individual Rights Request module makes it easy to carry out requests in compliance with GDPR
and CCPA regulations. This article will help you understand the basics of a rights request including your
legal obligations.
Click on the links mentioned below to learn more about each feature:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Searching and Filtering Rights Requests
Identity Verification
Managing a Rights Request
Assigning Rights Requests
Extending a Rights Request
Resolving a Rights Request
Reopening a Resolved Request

To learn in detail about how to manage data subject requests, click here.

2.5 Creating and Managing Tasks
Often, privacy users will need to reach out to system owners in other teams or external partners
to complete individual rights requests. Tasks help us assign specific actions to these system owners and
require either an attached document or confirmation as part of the resolution.

●
●

Navigate to the Data Subject Requests screen from the DSRM module.
Click on any request for which you wish to create a task for.
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●

Navigate to the Tasks sub-tab and click the + Task icon. Alternatively, you can also click on the + Task
icon at the top right.

●

Enter the mandatory as well as other fields and click on the Create button.

To learn more about creating and managing Tasks, click here.

2.6 Internal and External Communication for a Rights Request
As a Data Controller, you can send an Internal message to your team members or a Public message to
your Data Subject /recipient of the Request to communicate with them in a convenient way. You can do
this by either sending a public message or by selecting a template to submit the public message.
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Sending an Internal Message
DSRM Owners, DSRM Admins, and Internal Collaborators can communicate with each other using
the Internal t ab. Modeling a Question and Answer format, messages can be nested within each other to
have focused conversations on a question or clarifying assumptions.
Once an internal collaborator is added to a Request, you can communicate with them easily using
the Internal tab. You can use "@" to mention or tag someone in the company.

●

Enter your Internal message and click on the Submit button as shown above. Note: If you wish to
select Submit as In Progress stage for your ticket, click on the dropdown next to the Status f ield on
the right.

●

You also have the option to attach files by clicking on the Files icon inside the Message box.

Sending a Public Message
You can send a Public message to your Data Subject of the Request to communicate with them in a
convenient way.
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●

Click on the Public tab of the Request Details screen and enter a message to send to your data
subject.

Updating the Request Status
If you wish to change the status for your Request, you can do so by, click on the Status dropdown and
select a stage for the Request.

2.7 Resolving a Rights Request
When working on a Request, the DSRM owner can either grant or deny a Request to their data subject.
Under GDPR, all denials must include a rationale as well as instructions on how to petition the denial to
Data Authority and the right to seek a judicial remedy.
When you are ready to fulfill a request, you can resolve the Active Request by Changing the status
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Granting a Request

●
●

Click on the status Drop-down and Select the Granted status
Within the Resolve Request modal, click on the Close Request button to proceed. Click on Cancel to
go back to your previous screen.

Note: The data subject will be automatically notified via email with your message as well as the attached
files if any.

Denying a Request
In some instances, the Data Controller cannot fulfill a request, for example, if a national law prohibits
them from doing so. In such cases, the Data controller can deny a request. Denials must cite permissible
justifications and provide information on how to contest the decision.

●
●
●

Navigate to Data Subject Request from the DSRM module and click on your Active Request.
Click on the Status drop-down and Select the Denied status for that request.
Within the modal, you can click on the Close Request button to proceed. Click on Cancel to go
back to your previous screen.
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Add From Template
For Granting Requests or for Request Denials, you can select from the available response templates to
submit a Public response to your Data Subjects. Using the Add From Template option, the system will
automatically generate a public response for you to send over to your data subjects.

Click on the Add from Template drop-down to select a template. You can insert your comment in
the Insert Comment Here text box. You can modify the template if required.

●

Click on the Status dropdown and select Granted or Denied.

To learn more about this feature, click here to learn how to resolve a rights request.

Creating and Managing Communication Templates
CENTRL's DSRM module offers a way to create custom communication templates to streamline
communication from your organization to data subjects.
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Click on the links mentioned below to learn more about each feature:
●
●
●

Creating Custom Communication Templates
Managing Communication Templates
Adding Merge Variables to a Template

Advanced Configuration
Privacy
The Advanced Configuration feature in the System Admin module provides various options to the
System Administrators to customize the privacy fields to suit their business and reporting needs.
Click on the link below to learn more about these features:
● Privacy - Advanced Configuration

Adding Field Values to Data Inventory & DSRM Drop Down Fields
Global lists offer System Admins a way to create and manage a standardized list of values that can be
used to populate the options for any dropdown field. One major advantage of using global lists is that
values need only be managed in one place, so a change in one value's label will propagate to
appearances of the value in other dropdown fields.
Click on the links below to know more about Global lists:
●
●

Creating a new global list
Managing a global list
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Conducting Data Protection Assessments
High Level Flow

Part of the GDPR risk lifecycle is creating and publishing assessments to your processing activities and/or
third-party processors. CENTRL provides standard templates for GDPR Initial Assessments and Data
Protection Impact Assessments (DPIA).
The process for sending GDPR Assessments is as follows:
1. Create your GDPR Questionnaire using and editing templates or by uploading your own custom
template. Click here to learn more about creating a questionnaire.
2. Publish an assessment based on your questionnaire to your partners and/or vendors
3. Evaluate the assessment after your partners have responded to your questionnaire using CENTRL's
secure online platform.
Note: CENTRL allows you to publish questionnaires that are approved or already published.
Furthermore, you can publish a questionnaire only if you have the Publish permission enabled.

1.1.

Creating Questionnaires

Using CENTRL’s Assessments module, you can create and publish questionnaires to your vendors or
partners. Your vendors/partners will be able to answer the questionnaires on a secure platform
●

Navigate to the Manage Questionnaires screen in the Assessments module, and click on the Create
New button.
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●

To learn more about Creating Questionnaires, click here.

1.2.

Editing and Approving Questionnaires

Once a questionnaire is created, you have the flexibility to customize your questionnaire to suit your
needs. You can add or edit questions, sections, sub-sections, and follow up questions. You also have the
ability to change the existing format and properties of your questionnaire.
Note: Questionnaires can be edited only if they are in Draft status and have not been Approved yet.
●
●

Navigate to the Manage Questionnaires screen in the Assessments module, and click on a
questionnaire in Draft status
To learn more about Editing Questionnaires, click on the following link:

Editing a Questionnaire
●

Once you’re done editing the questionnaire, click Approve. In CENTRL's workflow, you can only
publish questionnaires that have been approved.
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1.3.

Publishing Questionnaires

When you publish a questionnaire, your partners will be able to respond to your questionnaire using
CENTRL's secure online platform. Follow the steps below to publish a questionnaire as an assessment
●

Navigate to the Manage Questionnaires screen in the Assessment module, and click Publish, and
then Publish to One

●

Select which Internal Business Unit you are assessing, the Purpose (either Data Protection Impact
Assessment or Readiness Assessment), and the Processing Activity. Click on the Next button to
proceed.
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●

Select who will answer the assessment, either a Business Unit or yourself.

●

Select the publish and due date, period, and recurrence. Then click Publish

●

Once the questionnaire is published as an assessment, you can see it both in the Active Assessments
screen of the Assessments module OR the Assessments subtab of the associated Processing Activity
(shown below)
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1.4.

Responding to Assessments
Using CENTRL's Assessments module you can quickly answer your partner's questions, assign
parts of a questionnaire to your team, and submit your answers back to your partner.
To learn more about responding to Assessments, please click here.

1.5.

Evaluating Assessments
The Questionnaire Owner can begin the Evaluation process once the answers from your
responders are received. While evaluating a questionnaire, you can assign grades/scores to
answers, add observed answers, create clarifications or issues or assign questions to your
colleagues for evaluation.

To learn in detail about evaluating assessments, please click here.

1.6.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Managing Assessments
Changing the Recipient for an Assessment
Editing the Period for an Assessment
Changing the Due Date for an Assessment
Questionnaire Overview Page
Previewing and Downloading a Questionnaire
Deleting A Questionnaire
Deleting an Assessment
Archiving Assessments
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Support
To learn more about the different features offered within the platform or to submit a support request,
please navigate to the CENTRL Support Center page by following the steps below:
● Click on your initials on the top right and select Support.

●

You’ll be directed to the CENTRL Support Center page. The support center provides access to articles
on the full breadth of the system and allows you to submit a support request by clicking on Submit a
request on the top-right.

●

Fill in all the required information on this page and click on Submit.
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●

To chat with one of our support representatives from within the platform during normal business
hours, click on Support Chat at bottom-left.

Follow our Release Notes
As we are constantly working to improve your CENTRL experience, you can stay updated with our
upcoming new features and improvements by following our Release Notes page in our CENTRL Help
Center. To do so, navigate to our Release Notes page by clicking here and click on the “Follow” button as
shown in the screenshot below. By doing so, you will automatically be notified of our future releases.
Please feel free to forward this to other team members in your organization. 
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Link to follow our Release Notes page:
Release Notes
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